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Our Philosophy Baldwin Co collaborates with the best minds in 
architecture, technology and landscape design to 
develop and sell leading products that are aesthetically 
and practically pleasing to live in. We create the balance 
between leading designs and liveability seamlessly.

Tomorrow’s Luxury Living Tomorrow’s luxury living is smart and sustainable.  
It’s built to last. It’s property that brings people together. 
Baldwin Co work in terms of virtue rather than volume. 
We’ve never been about shifting hundreds of apartments. 
Our projects are luxurious, but also liveable. Each one 
is carefully designed to generate maximum market 
appeal. They’re properties that actually enhance 
local communities.

Our World
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Biography

Jamie started his first business when he was 15. 
That pretty much tells you everything you need to know 
about him. With a career spanning 20 years across 
multiple industries, he is one of the most well respected 
property experts in Australia.

As a licensed agent and auctioneer he has overseen 
multi-million dollar projects for some of Australia’s 
largest private developers. Through his connections, 
he turned over more than $4 billion worth of property 
in six years, growing exclusive distribution networks 
throughout Asia. Jamie has personally executed over 
30 projects around Australia. If he’s known for anything, 
it’s an uncanny ability to simply deliver results. 
Time after time after time.

Baldwin Co is Jamie’s professional legacy – a business 
into which he can invest every ounce of energy, 
integrity and professional enthusiasm. A chance to 
take everything he’s learned over 20 years in business, 
all his contacts and relationships and industry insight, 
and use them to change the world of high-end real 
estate. And he’s just getting started. 

Jamie Baldwin — Director — D.E
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Discover our brand pillars  
and how they are captured  
in everything we do.

Baldwin Co’s brand story evolved from three main 
ideas. The warmth and simplicity of nature. The 
aesthetic achieved through dynamic collaborations 
with architects and designers. And finally, a focus on 
a life connected through technology.

Each of these pillars informed part of our visual language.

First, we turned to the world of fine art for patterns and 
forms that reflected the natural world. Simple things like 
the curve of a river. The shape of fallen leaves. Strokes 
that looped and gently overlapped one another.

We also drew inspiration from group dynamics. 
The way people stand. The way they move. The way 
neighbourhoods grow and coalesce. Humans never 
travel in straight lines.

Each of these brand pillars – nature, aesthetic 
and technology – they represent the same thing. 
They’re all elegant, complex systems working in 
harmony. A simplicity of form that’s so effective it 
almost becomes invisible. 

Brand Story
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By incorporating nature, we not only set out to maximise 
the aesthetics and liveability of our residences, we also 

bring a sense of calm and wellness. 

Nature

Collaboration with award-winning architects and designers with  
a focus on form and functionality to inspire new thinking and 
create aesthetics that leave us inspired, today and tomorrow.

Aesthetic

Embracing the latest technology to ensure we have 
a better connected environment that increases 

our living experience.

Technology
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“The world of property requires one eye in the present and one 
 eye in the near future. At Elenberg Fraser we have loved working with  
Jamie for many years. Jamie Baldwin is one of the few that can see 
the future in the today. His developments will always have the best  

of the world today and a glimpse of what is coming tomorrow.” 

Callum Fraser, Elenberg Fraser
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Get the industry edge We have one distinct advantage: we’ve worked across 
every facet of residential property. The earlier you get 
us involved, the better. From site identification, design 
development, to brand and media management. 
We tackle projects with a combination of strategic 
nous and collaborative spirit. That’s why they sell. 

These developments represent people’s livelihoods, 
and we take that responsibility seriously. Developers 
aren’t just investing in bricks and mortar – they’re 
investing in us. Our approach is all about transparency, 
from start to finish. 

A Baldwin Co development, by its very nature, already 
meets a certain benchmark. We only handle projects 
that are feasible in market, that combine beauty with 
liveability, and which meet the highest standards of 
luxury living. In other words, properties you can trust. 

Project Marketing
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 — Connection to industry partners

(financial services, construction, 
project management)

 — Design Development Collaboration

 — Product Mix and Pricing

 — Brand Direction, Media/PR Management

 — Display Activation Design  

 — Purchaser Variations Process

 — Contract Administration 

Our Expertise
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“Their vision is built around the way we dream to live, 
creating inspired benchmarks, not following trends. 

They focus on customer experience with a  
commitment to design quality and delivery.”

 
Phillip Rowe, Director - Cox
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